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TIS India Business Consultants Pvt Ltd is a premier companyTIS India Business Consultants Pvt Ltd is a premier company
specializing in digital marketing and web development solutions.specializing in digital marketing and web development solutions.
Headquartered at Noida, the IT hub of north India, the company hasHeadquartered at Noida, the IT hub of north India, the company has
acquired the reputation of being a top-quality solution provider foracquired the reputation of being a top-quality solution provider for
global clients. We have an impressive record of delivering the best-in-global clients. We have an impressive record of delivering the best-in-
class and reliable solutions, synonymous with top quality, to our clientsclass and reliable solutions, synonymous with top quality, to our clients
that positively impacted their businesses.that positively impacted their businesses.

Leveraging the expertise of our highly skilled professionals, we workLeveraging the expertise of our highly skilled professionals, we work
out impactful and cost-effective solutions to derive the maximumout impactful and cost-effective solutions to derive the maximum
return on investment within the least timeframe for clients.return on investment within the least timeframe for clients.

We have hitherto delivered a large number of projects—both digitalWe have hitherto delivered a large number of projects—both digital
marketing and web—to clients spread across almost all the majormarketing and web—to clients spread across almost all the major
regions of the world. Enhancing efficiency as well as the competitiveregions of the world. Enhancing efficiency as well as the competitive
advantage of their businesses, our unique solutions elicited high levelsadvantage of their businesses, our unique solutions elicited high levels
of satisfaction from them.of satisfaction from them.

As we do not at all compromise on the quality of our work, we layAs we do not at all compromise on the quality of our work, we lay
substantial stress in recruiting the best manpower so that we cansubstantial stress in recruiting the best manpower so that we can
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provide our clients with exceptional solutions. Our competentprovide our clients with exceptional solutions. Our competent
professionals include technology certified web developers, creativeprofessionals include technology certified web developers, creative
designers, talented content writers, and expert digital marketers; eachdesigners, talented content writers, and expert digital marketers; each
of them is an exemplary domain expert. The levels of skills present inof them is an exemplary domain expert. The levels of skills present in
our dedicated professionals are at par with the best organizations ofour dedicated professionals are at par with the best organizations of
the world.the world.

The foundation of our claim of being a top-notched company is not onlyThe foundation of our claim of being a top-notched company is not only
our proficient professionals but also the best practices we follow. Ourour proficient professionals but also the best practices we follow. Our
main USPs are: top quality and cost-effectiveness in our solutions; andmain USPs are: top quality and cost-effectiveness in our solutions; and
clear communication with clients—which we believe are the mainclear communication with clients—which we believe are the main
cornerstones of client satisfaction.cornerstones of client satisfaction.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/tis-india-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/tis-india-
business-consultants-pvt-ltd-9587business-consultants-pvt-ltd-9587
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